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ABSTRACT: 

The Internet of Everything (IoE) has become a reality with billions of devices able to send key 
information about the physical world and implement simple actions, which leads to the paradigm of 
anytime and anyplace connectivity for anything. Collaboration among devices is key for the 
construction of future IoE applications which can be achieved through Social Digital Twins (SDTs) 
as the digital representation of the services offered through devices attached to physical objects, which 
are able to acquire, analyze and interpret information about its context, to augment the potentialities 
of the associated services and with the ability to create social relationships among different DTs, 
independently from the fact that they belong to the same or different platforms. This talk aims to 
illustrate how the exploitation of social networking notions into the IoE, as formalized by the Social 
IoE concept, promises to easier the creation of trustworthy relationships among devices as humans 
do, which make the exchange of information and services among different devices easier. 
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